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Little Scraps, Big Projects – two day, all 

This workshop will cover sorting, storing and using your scraps. Based on the information provided in Sunday 

Morning Quilts. Participants will complete the workshop with sorted scraps, concrete ideas for storing those 
scraps when they return home, including a scrap storage box, and good start on a scrappy quilt top, if not 
completion. 
 
Each participant will pick one quilt in Sunday Morning Quilts to construct from their scraps, but it will be 
personalized for their scraps, their style. I can also work with participants on their own scrappy design.  
 
The goal is for us to organize and see their scraps as an inspiring sight, not a burden or mess. If we tackle the 
scraps right away then there won’t be as many scraps to take home and each participant gets a good start and 
maybe a completed quilt top. 
 
Materials 

- Everyone brings their own suitcase/bin/bag of scraps, as is 
- Large/X-Large Zippered Freezer plastic bags 6-12 (or more, depending on your scrap bin) 
- Sewing Machine 
- Rotary cutter, cutting mat, scissors 
- Iron and ironing board 
- Needles and thread in a neutral colour 
- 2 metres of a neutral background fabric (solid, white on white, beige on beige, grey, for example) This may or 

may not be used, depending on the quilt pattern chosen. 
- 2 fat quarters for lining storage box or large scraps (coordinating or neutral colours) 
- Quilt Batting Scraps, minimum 17’’ by 13’’, plus 9’’ square (for Storage Box, bring more if you want to make 
more than 1 box) 
- 3 Cardboard boxes – cereal, crackers, etc. (Not corrugated cardboard) 
- Medium weight iron-on interfacing 20’’ wide, .75 meters 
- Sunday Morning Quilts (book) 
- Chocolate and candy for energy (optional) 
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